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Abstract 
We propose a two-stage fourth-order "almost" P-stable method for y" = f(t, y) based on a pair of discretizations in 
which the displacement is computed using the trapezoidal rule with end point correction and the velocity is computed 
using suitably modified Simpson's rule. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
For computing oscillating solutions of special second-order initial-value problems 
y" =f  (t, y), y(to) = ~lo, y'(to) = ?]1, (1.1) 
the best-known single-step method is due to Newmark (see, e.g., [2, pp. 208-210]) 
Yn+l = Y, + hy'. + l h2( f  n +fn+l), Y'.+X = Y~ + ½h(f. +f ,+l) .  (1.2) 
Here, and in the following, we set t. = to + nh, n = O, 1, 2, ... ,y.  ,~ y(t.),f,  =f ( t , ,  y.), etc. New- 
mark is a second-order P-stable method; note also that in the Newmark method, the velocity is 
computed using the classical trapezoidal rule. 
In search for higher-order single-step P-stable methods, the so-called Runge-Kutta-Nystrom 
(RKN) methods have been introduced: 
f j  = f ( t .  + cjh, y. + cjhy'. + h 2 ~ ajkfk), j = 1, ... ,s 
k = 1 (1.3) 
y.+ l = y. + hy', + h2 ~ bjfj, y'.+ x = y" + h ~ b;fj. 
j= l  j= l  
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Hairer [-3] had derived s-stage P-stable methods of order 2s based on Gaussian nodes; however, 
they have a full (ajk)-matrix. Since, for large s, the computational complexity of these fully implicit 
methods is a deterrent prospect, attention has been confined to diagonally implicit (DIRKN) 
methods, for which ajk ---- 0, k > j, and the aj~ are equal. Sharp et al. [6] investigated the stability of 
two- and three-stage DIRKN methods. They show that with two stages, there exists no third-order 
P-stable method; while with three stages, there exists a one-parameter family of P-stable methods. 
However, their three-stage fourth-order methods are quite involved. Sommeijer [-7] had earlier 
shown that it is possible to obtain fourth order accurate DIRKN methods with only two stages, but 
the largest achievable interval of periodicity by these methods is (0, 12). 
We propose a fourth-order method based on a pair of discretizations in which the displacement 
is computed using the trapezoidal rule with end point correction and the velocity is computed using 
suitably modified Simpson's rule. Together they provide a two-stage fourth-order method which is 
"almost" P-stable. The proposed method is illustrated by two problems of practical interest. 
2. A two-stage fourth-order method 
For computing the displacement we take the trapezoidal formula with end point correction (see, 
e.g., [-5, p. 151)] 
y ,+,=y,+½h(y ' ,+ l+y; )h  2 -~ 2 h (L+ 1 - -L )"  (2.1) 
Since (y')' = f, for computing the velocity we take the Simpson's rule compressed to a single interval: 
Y',+I = Y', + ~h(f. + 4f,+1/2 +f,+l)-  (2.2) 
Hermite cubic interpolant for y(x) is taken to provide approximation at the mid-point in (2.2): 
Y .+I /2  = ½(Y. + Y .+ I )  - ~h(y ' .+ ,  - y'.). (2.3) 
Accordingly, our proposed single-step method (henceforth called the T-S method) is described by 
the following pair of discretizations: 
y.  +,  = y .  + ½ h(y'. +I  q- Y'n) - -  h 2 h ( f .+ l - f . ) ,  (2.4) 
1 t - 
)~ ,+I /2 -2 (Y ,+Y,+, ) -~h(Y ' .+ I -Y , ) ,  f,+l/z=f(t,+1/z,Y,+l/2), 
, 1 h 4j~ +f ,+ 1). (2.5) Y ,+I=Y ' ,+~ (f~+ +1/2 
While the error in (2.4) is known to be given by (hS/720)y~ 5) + O(h6), it can be shown that the 
truncation error in (2.5) is given, setting 9 = Of/@, by 
1 h5 2880 [y~6) 5y~n4)gn] + O(h6). 
Thus, the T-S method is fourth-order; note also that it is a two-stage method. 
. Stability of the T-S method 
Applying the method to the test equation: y" = - co2y, co ~ ~, and setting coh = H, we obtain 
hy'. +, ] Lhy, J 
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where we have set R(H) = (A(H))-1B(H), and where 
½ H 2 1 -- ~ H2 , B(H) = 1 -- ~, H 2H 2 --~ 1 - -T~H 2 " 
Now, P-stability requires (see [4]) that the eigenvalues ofthe amplification matrix R(H) in (3.1) be 
complex conjugate and modulus one, or equivalently that 
IR(H)]=I  and p +- (H)=2+trace{R(H)}>0 VH>0.  (3.2) 
For the T-S method we have 
1 4 IA(H)I = IB(H)[ = 1 + ~2 H2 -k-x-~H , 
and thus IR(H)[ = 1; note also that ]A(H)I > 0. Again, it is easy to show that 
1 IA(H)Ip + (H) -- (2 - ~ H2)  2, IA(H)Ip- (H) = H 2, (3.3) 
and the second condition in (3.2) is satisfied for all H > 0 except for H 2 = 12. Thus, the T-S method 
is "almost" P-stable. 
For H 2 = 12, the amplification matrix R(H) in (3.1) reduces to - I, where I denotes the 2 × 2 
identity matrix, and the successive numerical approximations a sume the given initial values with 
alternating signs. 
Following van der Houwen and Sommeijer [8], it can be shown that the phase-lag for the T-S 
method is of size H4/720. 
4. Numerical illustrations 
To illustrate the T-S method we consider two problems of practical interest and compare its 
performance with the two-stage fourth-order "almost" P-stable Gauss RKN. 
Problem 1. Consider the equation of motion of a one mass-spring system in which the spring with 
material nonlinearity provides the restoring force: 
my"+koy(1  +ey 2)=0,  y(0)=l ,  y ' (0)=0.  (4.1) 
Note that when e > 0, the spring becomes tiffer with the displacement (see, e.g., [2, p. 207]). We 
computed the solution of(4.1) for e -- 1, ko = 1, m = 1 for the time range 0 ~< t ~< 60; the absolute 
errors in computing the solution at t = 60 are shown in Table 1. 
Problem 2. Consider Newton's equations of motion for the two-body problem: 
GMm 
i2r,, - = r3 r, r Ilrl[2, (4.2) 
where p = mM/(M + m) is the reduced mass, G is a universal constant and M and m are the masses 
of the two bodies; (see, e.g., [1, p. 268]). For our numerical experiment, we assume GMm/p = 1, and 
take the initial conditions: r (0 )= (1, 0)T,r'(0)= (0, 1) 7. The maximum absolute errors in the 
computation of the amplitude of the orbit for the time range 0 ~< t ~< 200 are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 1 
Absolute errors at t = 60 
h Present T-S method Two-stage Gauss RKN 
1/5 4.4(- 4) 8.4(- 4) 
1/10 2.8(- 5) 5.3(- 5) 
1/20 1.8 ( - 6) 3.3 ( - 6) 
1/40 1.0(- 7) 2.0(- 7) 
Table 2 
Maximum absolute rrors in amplitude 
h Present T-S method Two-stage Gauss RKN 
1/5 1.7 ( -  5) 3.3 ( -  5) 
1/10 1.0(- 6) 2.1 ( -  6) 
1/20 6.5 ( -  8) 1.3 ( -  7) 
1/40 4.1 ( -  9) 8.1 ( -  9) 
The above two numerical experiments demonstrate hat the proposed T-S method can perform 
superior to the two-stage Gauss RKN method of Hairer [3]. 
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